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Understanding the Flying Star Energies 

 

In this e-book, you will see the next ten years, from the Year of the Tiger to the 
Year of the Rat in 2032 outlined in a table format. The tables for each year 
show the movement and location of the annual stars for each year and the 
kinds of energies you can expect from them. 

The best stars 

Generally, the 1, 6, and 8 stars are always considered to be auspicious and the 
2, 3, 7 are considered less fortunate. The 5 Yellow is always considered 
malevolent. The 4 star is a regarded as unfavorable yet it has benefits, such as 
scholarly and romantic luck, and can be regarded differently according to the 
person it influences and location where it flies each year. The 9 star is a 
mutable star, making good fortune better and making difficult luck more 
problematic. 

Enter Period 9 

We are currently in the waning days of Period 8, with a weakening 8 star. This 
period began February 4, 2004 and lasts until February 3, 2023. Feng shui 
changes every 20 years and the current Period 8 that we are in will be 
changing to Period 9 on February 4, 2024 and last until February 3, 2044.  

During this time, the number 9 will be more favorable and the 8 will be less 
so, though the 8 is always regarded as a favorable star that portends wealth, 
no matter what the Period is. The 8 star is also the benevolent sibling to the 9 
Purple Star. 

Annual stars and their inherent energies 

Annual stars are generally considered apart from flying stars, though there 
may be general characteristics that may influence them both. For example, in 
Period 7, the 7 annual star, though regarded as unfavorable, could still bring 
some benefits, like from jewelry-making or working with small metals.  

Before 2004, during Period 7, the 7 star was considered auspicious but 
because its general nature is unfavorable, it could create problems then as 
well. It was a difficult star with a silver lining, shall we say? 

In other words, because it was Period 7, the annual 7 had some redeeming 
qualities, though, I would have remained suspicious of it despite its Period 7 
sibling. 
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What does this all mean?  

It means that when “bad” stars are in their periods, they are less problematic. 
However, overall, I would say that annual stars are apart from the period stars 
and that they retain and follow their inherent natures, whether positive or 
negative. 

So, even though, the 2 star may be growing more beneficial as we move 
toward Period 1 and Period 2, it will still be considered an intrinsically negative 
influence until then.  

For that reason, you can still expect the 5 Yellow to exert the same negative 
energies in Period 9 that it had in Period 8, and maybe more so, and that all 
the stars you have known for their annual qualities will essentially remain the 
same into the next Period 9. 
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HEAVENLY 
FORTUNE 

STAR

VICTORY
STAR

ILLNESS 
STAR

Wealth, good
fortune,

happiness &
success! Add

lights, crystals, 
 for prosperity

and good
fortune luck!

Luck for
education,

writing, tests,
romance, travel

and love. Add
symbols of love

or education.

Fortune and 
 heavenly

assistance,
windfalls! Add

metal and crystals
to activate. Place

wealth bowl.

Watch for
nagging

problems like
sickness and

financial tangles.
Add gold wu luo
or windchime to

control.

Great luck!
Victory &

advancement.  
Money, income, 

 and opportunity.
Activate with

metallic objects,
bells, coins.

Legal
problems,

arguments,
gossip, 

 politicking and
upset. Add red

colors, candles.
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prosperity,

success and
material

rewards.
Promotions and

recognition.

2

8

 YELLOW 
CALAMITY

STAR

LUCKY 
PURPLE 

STAR

Misfortune, illness,
accidents,

problems with
money, love. 
Add metal, 5

Element Pagoda or
pendulum clock.

Bad luck and misfortune,
   injury, accident,  malice,

theft. Add elephant,
rhinoceros, or evil eye.

SOUTH SOUTHWEST

1

3

SOUTHEAST
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EAST
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LOVE &
EDUCATION
STAR

VIOLENT
STAR7
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2022 
Year of the Tiger 
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NORTH

2 ILLNESS 
STAR

Watch for
nagging

problems like
sickness and

financial tangles.
Add gold wu luo
or windchime to

control.

Wealth, good
fortune,

happiness &
success! Add

lights, crystals, 
 for prosperity

and good
fortune luck!

8 WEALTH STAR
SOUTH SOUTHWEST

1 VICTORY
STAR
Great luck!

Victory &
advancement.  

Money, income, 
 and opportunity.

Activate with
metallic objects,

bells, coins.

Legal
problems,

arguments,
gossip, 

 politicking and
upset. Add red

colors, candles.

3 ARGUMENT
STAR

SOUTHEAST

NORTHEAST

EAST

NORTHWEST

WESTCENTER

Bad luck and misfortune,
   injury, accident,  malice,

theft. Add elephant,
rhinoceros, or evil eye.

VIOLENT
STAR7

Good news for
prosperity,

success and
material

rewards.
Promotions and

recognition.

LUCKY 
PURPLE 

STAR
9

HEAVENLY 
FORTUNE 

STAR
Fortune and 

 heavenly
assistance,

windfalls! Add
metal and crystals

to activate. Place
wealth bowl.

6
Luck for

education,
writing, tests,

romance, travel
and love. Add

symbols of love
or education.

LOVE &
EDUCATION
STAR

4

 YELLOW 
CALAMITY

STAR
Misfortune, illness,

accidents,
problems with
money, love. 
Add metal, 5

Element Pagoda or
pendulum clock.

5

2023 
Year of the Rabbit 
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NORTH

2 ILLNESS 
STAR

Watch for
nagging

problems like
sickness and

financial tangles.
Add gold wu luo
or windchime to

control.

Wealth, good
fortune,

happiness &
success! Add

lights, crystals, 
 for prosperity

and good
fortune luck!

8 WEALTH STAR

SOUTH SOUTHWEST

1 VICTORY
STAR
Great luck!

Victory &
advancement.  

Money, income, 
 and opportunity.

Activate with
metallic objects,

bells, coins.

Legal
problems,

arguments,
gossip, 

 politicking and
upset. Add red

colors, candles.

3 ARGUMENT
STAR

SOUTHEAST

NORTHEAST

EAST

NORTHWEST

WESTCENTER

Bad luck and misfortune,
   injury, accident,  malice,

theft. Add elephant,
rhinoceros, or evil eye.

VIOLENT
STAR7

Good news for
prosperity,

success and
material

rewards.
Promotions and

recognition.

LUCKY 
PURPLE 

STAR
9

HEAVENLY 
FORTUNE 

STAR
Fortune and 

 heavenly
assistance,

windfalls! Add
metal and crystals

to activate. Place
wealth bowl.

6
Luck for

education,
writing, tests,

romance, travel
and love. Add

symbols of love
or education.

LOVE &
EDUCATION
STAR

4

 YELLOW 
CALAMITY

STAR
Misfortune, illness,

accidents,
problems with
money, love. 
Add metal, 5

Element Pagoda or
pendulum clock.

5

2024 
Year of the Dragon
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NORTH

Wealth, good
fortune,

happiness &
success! Add

lights, crystals, 
 for prosperity

and good
fortune luck!

8 WEALTH STAR

SOUTH SOUTHWESTSOUTHEAST

NORTHEAST

EAST

NORTHWEST

WESTCENTER

Bad luck and misfortune,
   injury, accident,  malice,

theft. Add elephant,
rhinoceros, or evil eye.

VIOLENT
STAR7

Good news for
prosperity,

success and
material

rewards.
Promotions and

recognition.

LUCKY 
PURPLE 

STAR
9

HEAVENLY 
FORTUNE 

STAR
Fortune and 

 heavenly
assistance,

windfalls! Add
metal and crystals

to activate. Place
wealth bowl.

6

Luck for
education,

writing, tests,
romance, travel

and love. Add
symbols of love

or education.

LOVE &
EDUCATION
STAR

4

 YELLOW 
CALAMITY

STAR
Misfortune, illness,

accidents,
problems with
money, love. 
Add metal, 5

Element Pagoda or
pendulum clock.

5

1 VICTORY
STAR
Great luck!

Victory &
advancement.  

Money, income, 
 and opportunity.

Activate with
metallic objects,

bells, coins.

3 ARGUMENT
STAR

Legal
problems,

arguments,
gossip, 

 politicking and
upset. Add red
color or lamp.

2025 
Year of the Snake

2  ILLNESS 
STAR

Watch for
nagging

problems like
sickness and

financial tangles.
Add gold wu luo
or windchime to

control.
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NORTH

Wealth, good
fortune,

happiness &
success! Add

lights, crystals, 
 for prosperity

and good
fortune luck!

8 WEALTH STAR

SOUTH SOUTHWEST

1 VICTORY
STAR
Great luck!

Victory &
advancement.  

Money, income, 
 and opportunity.

Activate with
metallic objects,

bells, coins.

Legal
problems,

arguments,
gossip, 

 politicking and
upset. Add red

colors, candles.

3 ARGUMENT
STAR

SOUTHEAST

NORTHEAST

EAST

NORTHWEST

WESTCENTER

Bad luck and misfortune,
   injury, accident,  malice,

theft. Add elephant,
rhinoceros, or evil eye.

VIOLENT
STAR7

Good news for
prosperity,

success and
material

rewards.
Promotions and

recognition.

LUCKY 
PURPLE 

STAR
9

HEAVENLY 
FORTUNE 

STAR
Fortune and 

 heavenly
assistance,

windfalls! Add
metal and crystals

to activate. Place
wealth bowl.

6
Luck for

education,
writing, tests,

romance, travel
and love. Add

symbols of love
or education.

LOVE &
EDUCATION
STAR

4

 YELLOW 
CALAMITY

STAR
Misfortune, illness,

accidents,
problems with
money, love. 
Add metal, 5

Element Pagoda or
pendulum clock.

5

2026 
Year of the Horse

2  ILLNESS 
STAR

Watch for
nagging

problems like
sickness and

financial tangles.
Add gold wu luo
or windchime to

control.
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NORTH

Wealth, good
fortune,

happiness &
success! Add

lights, crystals, 
 for prosperity

and good
fortune luck!

8 WEALTH STAR

SOUTH SOUTHWEST

1 VICTORY
STAR
Great luck!

Victory &
advancement.  

Money, income, 
 and opportunity.

Activate with
metallic objects,

bells, coins.

Legal
problems,

arguments,
gossip, 

 politicking and
upset. Add red

colors, candles.

3 ARGUMENT
STAR

SOUTHEAST

NORTHEAST

EAST

NORTHWEST

WESTCENTER

Bad luck and misfortune,
   injury, accident,  malice,

theft. Add elephant,
rhinoceros, or evil eye.

VIOLENT
STAR7

Good news for
prosperity,

success and
material

rewards.
Promotions and

recognition.

LUCKY 
PURPLE 

STAR
9

HEAVENLY 
FORTUNE 

STAR
Fortune and 

 heavenly
assistance,

windfalls! Add
metal and crystals

to activate. Place
wealth bowl.

6
Luck for

education,
writing, tests,

romance, travel
and love. Add

symbols of love
or education.

LOVE &
EDUCATION
STAR

4

 YELLOW 
CALAMITY

STAR
Misfortune, illness,

accidents,
problems with
money, love. 
Add metal, 5

Element Pagoda or
pendulum clock.

5

2027 
Year of the Sheep

2  ILLNESS 
STAR

Watch for
nagging

problems like
sickness and

financial tangles.
Add gold wu luo
or windchime to

control.
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NORTH

Wealth, good
fortune,

happiness &
success! Add

lights, crystals, 
 for prosperity

and good
fortune luck!

8 WEALTH STAR

SOUTH SOUTHWEST

1 VICTORY
STAR
Great luck!

Victory &
advancement.  

Money, income, 
 and opportunity.

Activate with
metallic objects,

bells, coins.

Legal
problems,

arguments,
gossip, 

 politicking and
upset. Add red

colors, candles.

3 ARGUMENT
STAR

SOUTHEAST

NORTHEAST

EAST

NORTHWEST

WESTCENTER

Bad luck and misfortune,
   injury, accident,  malice,

theft. Add elephant,
rhinoceros, or evil eye.

VIOLENT
STAR7

Good news for
prosperity,

success and
material

rewards.
Promotions and

recognition.

LUCKY 
PURPLE 

STAR
9

HEAVENLY 
FORTUNE 

STAR
Fortune and 

 heavenly
assistance,

windfalls! Add
metal and crystals

to activate. Place
wealth bowl.

6

Luck for
education,

writing, tests,
romance, travel

and love. Add
symbols of love

or education.

LOVE &
EDUCATION
STAR

4

 YELLOW 
CALAMITY

STAR
Misfortune, illness,

accidents,
problems with
money, love. 
Add metal, 5

Element Pagoda or
pendulum clock.

5

2028 
Year of the Monkey

2  ILLNESS 
STAR

Watch for
nagging

problems like
sickness and

financial tangles.
Add gold wu luo
or windchime to

control.
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NORTH

Wealth, good
fortune,

happiness &
success! Add

lights, crystals, 
 for prosperity

and good
fortune luck!

8 WEALTH STAR

SOUTH SOUTHWEST

1 VICTORY
STAR
Great luck!

Victory &
advancement.  

Money, income, 
 and opportunity.

Activate with
metallic objects,

bells, coins.

Legal
problems,

arguments,
gossip, 

 politicking and
upset. Add red

colors, candles.

3 ARGUMENT
STAR

SOUTHEAST

NORTHEAST

EAST

NORTHWEST

WESTCENTER

Bad luck and misfortune,
   injury, accident,  malice,

theft. Add elephant,
rhinoceros, or evil eye.

VIOLENT
STAR7

Good news for
prosperity,

success and
material

rewards.
Promotions and

recognition.

LUCKY 
PURPLE 

STAR
9

HEAVENLY 
FORTUNE 

STAR
Fortune and 

 heavenly
assistance,

windfalls! Add
metal and crystals

to activate. Place
wealth bowl.

6
Luck for

education,
writing, tests,

romance, travel
and love. Add

symbols of love
or education.

LOVE &
EDUCATION
STAR

4

 YELLOW 
CALAMITY

STAR
Misfortune, illness,

accidents,
problems with
money, love. 
Add metal, 5

Element Pagoda or
pendulum clock.

5

2029 
Year of the Rooster

2  ILLNESS 
STAR

Watch for
nagging

problems like
sickness and

financial tangles.
Add gold wu luo
or windchime to

control.
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NORTH

Wealth, good
fortune,

happiness &
success! Add

lights, crystals, 
 for prosperity

and good
fortune luck!

8 WEALTH STAR

SOUTH SOUTHWEST

1 VICTORY
STAR
Great luck!

Victory &
advancement.  

Money, income, 
 and opportunity.

Activate with
metallic objects,

bells, coins.

Legal
problems,

arguments,
gossip, 

 politicking and
upset. Add red

colors, candles.

3 ARGUMENT
STAR

SOUTHEAST

NORTHEAST

EAST

NORTHWEST

WESTCENTER

Bad luck and misfortune,
   injury, accident,  malice,

theft. Add elephant,
rhinoceros, or evil eye.

VIOLENT
STAR7

Good news for
prosperity,

success and
material

rewards.
Promotions and

recognition.

LUCKY 
PURPLE 

STAR
9

HEAVENLY 
FORTUNE 

STAR
Fortune and 

 heavenly
assistance,

windfalls! Add
metal and crystals

to activate. Place
wealth bowl.

6
Luck for

education,
writing, tests,

romance, travel
and love. Add

symbols of love
or education.

LOVE &
EDUCATION
STAR

4

 YELLOW 
CALAMITY

STAR
Misfortune, illness,

accidents,
problems with
money, love. 
Add metal, 5

Element Pagoda or
pendulum clock.

5

2030 
Year of the Dog

2  ILLNESS 
STAR

Watch for
nagging

problems like
sickness and

financial tangles.
Add gold wu luo
or windchime to

control.
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NORTH

Wealth, good
fortune,

happiness &
success! Add

lights, crystals, 
 for prosperity

and good
fortune luck!

8 WEALTH STAR

SOUTH SOUTHWEST

1 VICTORY
STAR
Great luck!

Victory &
advancement.  

Money, income, 
 and opportunity.

Activate with
metallic objects,

bells, coins.

Legal
problems,

arguments,
gossip, 

 politicking and
upset. Add red

colors, candles.

3 ARGUMENT
STAR

SOUTHEAST

NORTHEAST

EAST

NORTHWEST

WESTCENTER

Bad luck and misfortune,
   injury, accident,  malice,

theft. Add elephant,
rhinoceros, or evil eye.

VIOLENT
STAR7

Good news for
prosperity,

success and
material

rewards.
Promotions and

recognition.

LUCKY 
PURPLE 

STAR
9

HEAVENLY 
FORTUNE 

STAR
Fortune and 

 heavenly
assistance,

windfalls! Add
metal and crystals

to activate. Place
wealth bowl.

6

Luck for
education,

writing, tests,
romance, travel

and love. Add
symbols of love

or education.

LOVE &
EDUCATION
STAR

4

 YELLOW 
CALAMITY

STAR
Misfortune, illness,

accidents,
problems with
money, love. 
Add metal, 5

Element Pagoda or
pendulum clock.

5

2031 
Year of the Pig

2  ILLNESS 
STAR

Watch for
nagging

problems like
sickness and

financial tangles.
Add gold wu luo
or windchime to

control.
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2032 
Year of the Rat

NORTH

2 ILLNESS 
STAR

Watch for
nagging

problems like
sickness and

financial tangles.
Add gold wu luo
or windchime to

control.

Wealth, good
fortune,

happiness &
success! Add

lights, crystals, 
 for prosperity

and good
fortune luck!

8 WEALTH STAR

SOUTH SOUTHWEST

1 VICTORY
STAR
Great luck!

Victory &
advancement.  

Money, income, 
 and opportunity.

Activate with
metallic objects,

bells, coins.

Legal
problems,

arguments,
gossip, 

 politicking and
upset. Add red

colors, candles.

3 ARGUMENT
STAR

SOUTHEAST

NORTHEAST

EAST

NORTHWEST

WESTCENTER

Bad luck and misfortune,
   injury, accident,  malice,

theft. Add elephant,
rhinoceros, or evil eye.

VIOLENT
STAR7

Good news for
prosperity,

success and
material

rewards.
Promotions and

recognition.

LUCKY 
PURPLE 

STAR
9

HEAVENLY 
FORTUNE 

STAR
Fortune and 

 heavenly
assistance,

windfalls! Add
metal and crystals

to activate. Place
wealth bowl.

6
Luck for

education,
writing, tests,

romance, travel
and love. Add

symbols of love
or education.

LOVE &
EDUCATION
STAR

4

 YELLOW 
CALAMITY

STAR
Misfortune, illness,

accidents,
problems with
money, love. 
Add metal, 5

Element Pagoda or
pendulum clock.

5
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